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Alternative therapies for chronic and refractory skin ulcer- Clinical managements and experience by 
traditional Chinese medicine
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Chronic skin ulcer (CSU), including diabetic ulcers, venous ulcers, radiation ulcers, and pressure ulcers, remains a great
challenge in the clinic. It seriously affects Patients quality of life and requires long-term dedicated care, causing immense 

socioeconomic costs. CSU causes the loss of the integrity of large portions of the skin, even leading to morbidity and mortality. 
Chinese doctors have used traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) for the treatment of CSU for many years and have accumulated 
much experience in clinical practice by combining systemic regulation and tropical treatment of CSU. Here, we discuss the 
classification and pathogenic process of CSU and strategies of TCM for the intervention of CSU, according to the theories of 
TCM. We also present several clinical cases showing effectiveness of Traditional Chinese herbs in the management of CSU. 
Finally, we summarie the potential intervenient strategies named as “qing-hua-bu” protocol with dynamic and combinational 
TCM therapies for different syndromes of CSU.
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